0. Introduction. Our main object is to prove a necessary and sufficient condition for [J,f(x)] summation methods to be totally regular ( §1). But we take this opportunity to establish also an inclusion theorem for regular [J,f(x)] means ( §2). A totally regular summation method is one which sums a sequence {s"}, « = 0, 1, • • • , to s, whenever s"-«, both for 5 finite and for 5 infinite. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a triangular method to be totally regular were discovered by W. A. Hurwitz [5] who also characterized the totally regular Hausdorff methods [H, g] as those generated by nondecreasing g(t), Ogi-1, with g(0+) =g(0) =0 and g(l) = 1. Conditions for total regularity of general methods of summation are more complicated than those for a triangular method and were provided by H. Hurwitz [4] . Here we supply a corresponding result for [/, f(x) ] methods.
The [/,/(*)] transform was introduced by Jakimovski [6] in the following way. Let/(x) be a function differentiable infinitely often in (0, =o). With a sequence {sn}, re = 0, 1, • • • , associate the transform (1) t(X) = £ ^-fM(X)Sn, X>0. exists and is bounded in every finite interval 0^x^^4, then [j, f(x)] summability of {sn} to a finite s implies [j, g(x)] summability of {sn} to s. In particular, [j, g(x) ] is regular. Moreover, if <f>(t) is nondecreasing the same implication holds also for s infinite.
Proof.
It follows from our assumptions that g(x) is differentiable infinitely often, and that 
